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Background: This study developed a photo and video database of 4-to-6-year-olds

expressing the seven induced and posed universal emotions and a neutral expression.

Children participated in photo and video sessions designed to elicit the emotions, and

the resulting images were further assessed by independent judges in two rounds.

Methods: In the first round, two independent judges (1 and 2), experts in the Facial

Action Coding System, firstly analysed 3,668 emotions facial expressions stimuli from

132 children. Both judges reached 100% agreement regarding 1,985 stimuli (124

children), which were then selected for a second round of analysis between judges 3

and 4.

Results: The result was 1,985 stimuli (51% of the photographs) were produced from 124

participants (55% girls). A Kappa index of 0.70 and an accuracy of 73% between experts

were observed. Lower accuracy was found for emotional expression by 4-year-olds

than 6-year-olds. Happiness, disgust and contempt had the highest agreement. After

a sub-analysis evaluation of all four judges, 100% agreement was reached for 1,381

stimuli which compound the ChildEFES database with 124 participants (59% girls) and

51% induced photographs. The number of stimuli of each emotion were: 87 for neutrality,

363 for happiness, 170 for disgust, 104 for surprise, 152 for fear, 144 for sadness, 157

for anger 157, and 183 for contempt.

Conclusions: The findings show that this photo and video database can facilitate

research on the mechanisms involved in early childhood recognition of facial emotions

in children, contributing to the understanding of facial emotion recognition deficits which

characterise several neurodevelopmental and psychiatric disorders.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to recognise and name one’s own emotions and those
of others according to facial expression clues is an important
adaptive ability for both surviving and thriving in society. This
ability is directly linked with the way an individual interacts with
others and understands feelings and emotions in each context.
This skill is even more important in childhood, when the first
social interactions occur, before speech is fully developed (Izard,
2001).

A great deal of information can be determined at first glance in
another person’s face, such as age group, gender, and the direction
of the gaze. Most non-verbal communication between humans is
displayed on the face. Performed automatically and subjectively,
facial analysis quickly informs a person about the emotions and
behaviour of others during social interaction (Kanwisher and
Moscovitch, 2000; Batty and Taylor, 2006).

Accurately decoding emotions from faces appears to be one
of the main mechanisms for understanding social information.
In ontogenetic research, important advances in facial emotion
processing have been reported in the first year of life–for instance,
new-borns look longer at smiling than neutral or fearful faces
(Farroni et al., 2007; Rigato et al., 2011) and infants between
5 and 7 months show an attentional bias towards fearful faces
(Leppänen and Nelson, 2012; Bayet and Nelson, 2019).

The advantages of understanding emotions for a child’s
healthy development are clear (Denham, 1998). Failure to
recognise facial emotions is closely related to problems in
child development. This failure is also characteristic of some
developmental disorders (Happé and Frith, 2014) and may lead
to delays in the primordial social skills necessary for adjusting
to life in society. Poor emotion knowledge in children has been
related to negative outcomes, including poor social functioning,
poor academic performance, and internalising/externalising
behaviour problems (Izard et al., 2001; Trentacosta and Fine,
2010; Ensor et al., 2011).

The scientific literature indicates that emotion recognition
between 6 and 11 years of age predicts well-being and social
relationships. Impaired emotional processing is related to
increased vulnerability to developing mental disorders (Martins-
Junior et al., 2011; Frith and Frith, 2012; Romani-Sponchiado
et al., 2015). However, many of these disorders can occur before
this point. Pre-school children aged 3 to 5 may suffer from an
inability to integrate with their classmates and may avoid social
activities, eat meals alone, not play with and not be accepted by
their peers. All these difficulties could be related to problems with
emotional identification (Herndon et al., 2013).

The onset of these social isolation symptoms and interactional
difficulties indicates that psychological assessment is needed
to diagnose disorders such as autism spectrum disorder,
intellectual disability, conduct disorder, social anxiety, as well
as to further characterise the emotion processing difficulties
in specific genetic syndromes such as in autism spectrum
(Frith and Frith, 2012). Furthermore, with the emergence and
widespread application of new technologies such as eye tracking
(Papagiannopoulou et al., 2014), there has been a sharp increase
in basic and clinical research on the affective and cognitive

neuroscience of face processing and emotion perception. For
this reason, facial expression databases have been widely used
in psychology, especially in studies of facial recognition and
emotion recognition disorders (LoBue and Thrasher, 2015).
However, only adult emotional facial stimuli are commonly used
in these studies.

Recently, researchers have described the importance of having
emotional expressions by children represented in databases to
investigate the processing of these expressions during early
development (Langner et al., 2010; Egger et al., 2011; LoBue and
Thrasher, 2015). Therefore, there is a need for validated sets of
child emotional faces for use in developmental research (Egger
et al., 2011; Dalrymple et al., 2013).

When reviewing the emotion recognition databases in the
literature (Haamer et al., 2017) it points out that an important
choice in building a dataset is the way to arouse different
emotions in the participants. That can be divided into three
categories: posed, induced, and spontaneous expressions. A
literature review was carried out for databases of images
of children’s facial expressions between 1999 and 2019, in
PubMed/MEDLINE, using the following standardized controlled
search terms: “facial stimuli set,” “children database,” “video
database,” “facial emotional set,” “dynamic database,” “emotional
facial expressions,” and “stimulus set.” Only six photographs
databases of facial expressions of emotion could be found:
Radboud Faces Database–RaFD (Langner et al., 2010), Child
Emotions Picture Set–CEPS (Romani-Sponchiado et al., 2015),
The Child Affective Facial Expression–CAFE (LoBue and
Thrasher, 2015), National Institute of Mental Health Child
Emotional Faces Picture Set–NINH-ChEFS (Egger et al., 2011),
Child and Adolescent Dynamic Facial Expressions Stimuli Set–
DuckEES (Giuliani et al., 2017), The Dartmouth Database of
Children’s Faces–DDCF (Dalrymple et al., 2013) (Table 1). Still,
gaps remain in this area, as providing static as well as dynamic
stimuli and having both posed and induced images. Indeed,
only one of the existing databases offers video stimuli, DuckEES
(Giuliani et al., 2017), resorting to the method of posed emotion,
and without including preschool children. Regarding the video
stimuli, dynamic stimuli provide greater naturalness and detail
of the facial transformation process as an emotion is being
expressed. Through videos, this process can be better understood
and the moments when the facial expression reaches its peak can
be selected with greater certainty (Krumhuber et al., 2017). Only
one of the databases, the CAFE database (LoBue and Thrasher,
2015), depicts pre-school age children, although limited to posed
stimuli. The pose method of inducing facial expression leads
the person to carry out the emotion, providing an image to be
replicated, or instructions to be followed indicating the person
exactly the expression that is desired by the researcher. This
method proves to be the easiest way to collect photographs
of emotions, according to a review on emotion recognition
performed by Haamer et al. (2017). The limitations found are
the less authenticity of the stimuli and the lack of ecological
validity. Often, because these expressions are not natural, they
are exaggerated (Haamer et al., 2017). On the other hand, the
method of induced photographs is able to capture more genuine
emotions. The individual normally interacts with other people
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TABLE 1 | Published photo and video databases of children’s facial expressions.

Name Age N Ethnicity N

emotions

Type Elicitation

Method

Elicitation

Technique

N

stimuli

N of

evaluators

(validation)

Agreement

RaFD Unspecified 10 Caucasian 8 Photographs Posed Instructions 5,880 276

students

82%

NIMH-ChEFS 10–17 59 Caucasian

or non-

caucasian

6 Photographs Posed Instructions 482 20

volunteers

90.4%

DDCF 5–16 123 Caucasian 8 Photographs Posed Imagine a situation Unspecified 163

students

70 ∼ 90.6%

CAFE 2–8 154 17% Black,

30%

Caucasian,

27% Asian,

17% Latino,

and 9% other

7 Photographs Posed Children were asked

to imitate

expressions

1,192 100

students

66 to 81%

CEPS 6–11 18 14

Caucasians,

3 Blacks, and

1 Indigenous

7 Photographs Posed and

induced

Induced: videos,

except for anger and

sadness. Posed:

mimic a photo

expression

237 30

specialists

85%

DuckEES 8–18 37 Not identified 8 Videos Unspecified Imagine a situation 142 36

students

78 and 93%

CAFE (LoBue and Thrasher, 2015), NINH Child Emotional Faces Picture Set–NINH-ChEFS (Egger et al., 2011), Child and Adolescent Dynamic Facial Expressions Stimuli Set–DuckEES
(Giuliani et al., 2017) and Dartmouth Database of Children’s Face–DDCF (Dalrymple et al., 2013).

or watches audio-visual stimuli in order to evoke real emotions,
thus generating more ecological stimuli and with less emphasis
compared to the posed method. In the literature there is a lack
of induced facial emotions databases with pre-school children.
Given the importance of early diagnosis of developmental
disorders and thorough characterization of associated social-
emotional difficulties, more databases covering the pre-school
age range using this induced photos and video stimuli should be
produced. Thus, the present study aimed to develop an induced
and posed, photo and video database of universal and neutral
emotional expressions in Brazilian children between 4 and 6
years old.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Children from 4 to 6 years of age were selected by convenience
from a child acting agency in the city of São Paulo, Brazil.
To ensure reliability, the parents or guardians were asked to
declare their ethnicity (Caucasian, African, or Asian descent). A
geneticist was consulted to perform an analysis of the children’s
photographs without knowledge of their names or any previous
ethnicity statement. According to the parent’s response and the
geneticist’s assessment, all participants were classified as being of
Caucasian, African, or Asian descent.

This project was approved by the Research Ethics Committee
of the Hospital Menino Jesus (number 048695/2017) and
all research and methods were performed in accordance
with relevant guidelines and regulations. The parents or
guardians of all selected children provided written informed

consent to participate and informed consent for disclosure of
identifying images.

Constructing the Child Emotion Facial
Expression Set Database
Eliciting and capturing emotions in early childhood can be
a challenging task, as stimuli must be carefully chosen. Five
professionals from the Autism Spectrum Disorders Laboratory
(Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie), in São Paulo, Brazil,
were consulted to select cartoon excerpts targeted to elicit de
induced emotions: happiness, anger, fear, disgust, surprise,
sadness, contempt, or a neutral state. Regarding video capture,
attention-getting age-appropriate cartoon excerpts were
presented to the children. For inclusion of the video, at least
two of the specialists needed to agree on the excerpt and choice
of stimuli.

A pilot study was conducted to determine how to best elicit
the target facial expressions, including media type (photos vs.
videos), exposure duration, and sound stimuli. After a first pilot
study (n = 4), some adjustments were made: the happiness,
surprise, anger, disgust videos were changed because they did
not evoke the emotion corresponding to what was expected. All
videos were edited and some sound effects were added to certain
sections so that the emotions elicited were enhanced. The final
order of presentation of the videos followed a logic that did
not incite a sequence of ambivalent emotions. In addition, it
was determined that the order of the videos would begin with
a neutral stimulus to create an atmosphere that would facilitate
a child’s adaptation period. After that, a second pilot study was
conducted (n = 12), all videos were shortened to 1min and 10 s.
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This approach was taken due to the young age of the children
and the consequent difficulty in keeping them concentrated for
16 uninterrupted minutes.

To perform the posed stimuli, two methods were blended:
facial expression and guided imagination. The children were
invited to observe photographs and to perform the same facial
expression as the child in the photograph. In addition, they
received an activating phrase for each of them, for example: “You
have just got a gift” (surprise), “You have just seen a ghost”
(fear), and “You have lost your favourite toy” (sadness). These
activating phrases were elaborated according to the children’s age
group. The phrases intend to make children revive or imagine
a targeted situation from which the facial expression will occur.
The video sequence was designed not to produce contradictory or
ambivalent emotions, what could make the process of emotional
expression difficult.

After the pilot studies, all the selected children came to the film
studio (Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie) accompanied by
their guardians. The children wore a white top and no makeup.
The participants watched the cartoon excerpts in an unbroken
sequence aimed at eliciting, respectively: neutrality, happiness,
disgust, surprise, fear, sadness, anger, and contempt, according to
following the universal emotions theory of Paul Ekman (Ekman
and Friesen, 1971; Ekman and Heider, 1988). During this process
the children were filmed, and these videos served as instruments
for the analysis of experts (detailed below) for the production
of photos and videos of spontaneous emotions. For posed
photographs and videos, images of the previously mentioned
emotions were obtained from the RaFD database (Langner et al.,
2010) and were projected in the same sequence. Those images
were used to facilitate children in carrying out emotional facial
expression. The children were also filmed, generating video
material for later analysis by experts (described below) and
a construction of the images and videos posed emotions. A
Panasonic HPX 370 camera was used for filming, and a 3200 Soft
Light was used for the lighting system.

Expert Analysis
Four judges certified in Ekman and Friesen’s Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) were involved in a multistep stimuli
analysis and selection. The FACS is a method of analysis and
score of emotional expression, quantifying important qualitative
data. The certification is only given through an online test by Paul
Ekman’s Group. Firstly, judge 1 assessed the videos identifying
the frames that most reliably represented each of the seven
emotions and neutrality. A photo editing professional produced
photographs and videos from the best frames of the videos
selected by Judge 1. The videos and photographs were tagged and
stored on the web. Only judge 2, 3 and 4 were blinded to the
videos/ pictures used to elicit an emotional response in children,
judge 1 had full access to the children faces and the sound of what
they were hearing.

A second expert (judge 2), certified in Ekman and Friesen’s
Facial Action Coding System as well-analysed previously
fragmented stimuli. Only images with 100% agreement in
naming the facial emotions expression between the first (judge

1) and the second expert (judge 2) were included. It was the first
round of analysis.

ChildEFES Database Evidence of Validity
In order to compare the evaluation of the judges according to the
features of the research subjects or the nature of the image, a stage
of evidence of validity was performed through the analysis of two
different evaluators (judges 3 and 4), who were also specialists
in the Facial Action Coding System. It is important to consider
that neither judge had participated in the previous steps and
statistical analysis included the Kappa agreement index between
the assessments of judges 3 and 4. According to Landis and
Koch (1977), themost accepted arbitrary division for interpreting
results is: Kappa <0.200 negligible; 0.210 to 0.400 minimum;
0.410 to 0.600 normal; 0.610 to 0.800 good; >0.810 excellent.
The judges’ accuracy in identifying the intended emotions was
compared using the two-proportion equality test.

Therefore, a sub-analysis ChildEFES database was built using
only images with 100% agreement among all four judges.

RESULTS

Participant Selection Process
Among 182 children selected to participate in the study, 31 (17%)
were excluded due to disagreement between the parents and
the geneticist regarding the child’s ethnic origin. Another three
(2%) refused to participate in filming. Among the remaining 148
children, 16 were selected for the pilot study. Thus, 132 children
(58% girls) participated in the database.

Constructing the Database
With the number of 132 participants, a total of 29 h of video
were captured in the studio. After assessment by judge 1,
3,668 stimuli were generated and classified. After judge 2’s
analysis, there was 100% agreement between Judges 1 and 2
regarding 1,985 stimuli (124 children, 55% girls), which were
then selected for a second-round analysis with judges 3 and
4, in the phase of evidence of validity. In the agreement
analysis of judges 3 and 4, an overall Kappa index of 0.70
(p < 0.001) and an agreement of 73% (1,447/1,985) were
obtained for all database stimuli. This database was composed
of 51% photographs (resolution 720 p), 49% videos (resolution
720 p) and 54% of all stimuli were induced. About ethnicity,
1,409 (71%) children were of Caucasian descent, 476 (24%)
were of African descent and 99 (5%) were of Asian descent.
Regarding distribution by age group, 744 (37%) stimuli were
around 4-year-old, 609 (31%) around 5-year-old, and 632 (32%)
around 6-year-old. The number of stimuli of each emotion
were: neutrality 150, happiness 437, disgust 310, surprise
126, fear 269, sadness 183, anger 234, and contempt 276
(Table 6).

A comparison of the agreement between judges according to
method of inducing (posed 78% vs. induced 70%, p < 0.01), type
of stimulus (photography 74% vs. video 72%, p = 0.490), gender
(female 73% vs. male 73%, p = 0.822), age (4 years 71%, 5 years
73% vs. 6 years 76%, p= 0.046 and p= 0.219, respectively), group
and ethnicity (white 71%, black 76%, p = 0.026) is presented in
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TABLE 2 | Agreement between judges 3 and 4 regarding facial expressions of

different emotions according to image type, stimulus, gender, age and ethnicity.

Categories Kappa p-value (k) Accuracy

N Total Accuracy % p-value

Image type

Photo 0.70 <0.001 746 1,014 73.6 0.490

Video 0.68 <0.001 701 971 72.2

Stimulus

Induced 0.63 <0.001 745 1,081 68.9 <0.001

Posed 0.74 <0.001 702 904 77.7

Gender

Female 0.69 <0.001 858 1,180 72.7 0.822

Male 0.69 <0.001 589 805 73.2

Age range

4 years 0.66 <0.001 527 744 70.8 0.046

5 years 0.68 <0.001 442 609 72.6 0.219

6 years 0.72 <0.001 478 632 75.6 Reference

Ethnicity

White 0.67 <0.001 931 1,303 71.5 0.026

Black descent 0.76 <0.001 452 592 76.4

TABLE 3 | Agreement between judges 3 and 4 regarding facial expressions of

different emotions according to induction method (posed or induced).

Type Kappa p-value (k) Accuracy

N Total Accuracy % p-value

Photograph

Posed 0.73 <0.001 344 449 76.6 0.050

Induced 0.65 <0.001 402 565 71.2

Video

Posed 0.75 <0.001 358 455 78.7 <0.001

Induced 0.60 <0.001 343 516 66.5

Tables 2, 3. Significantly greater accuracy was found in posed
stimuli than induced stimuli, and there was lower accuracy for
children aged 4 years than those aged 6 years. No significant
difference in agreement was found regarding gender or type of
stimulus. Furthermore, there was greater accuracy in identifying
the emotions of children of African descent than of children of
Caucasian descent. In this analysis, children of Asian origin were
excluded due to the small sample size.

The percentage comparison of the judge’s evaluation of
the seven emotions plus neutrality is presented in Table 4.
Happiness, disgust, and contempt had the highest agreement
while neutrality and surprise had the lowest rates of agreement.
In Table 5 is presented the total amount of stimuli evaluated by
judges 3 and 4.

Sub-analysis ChildEFES Database
A sub-analysis with 100% agreement among four judges resulted
in 1,381 stimuli from 124 participants (51% photographs, 51%

induced), which compound the ChildEFES database (Figures 1–
4). Among the selected stimuli, 563 (41%) came from boys,
818 (59%) from girls, 1,303 (66%) from children of Caucasian
descent, 592 (30%) from children of African descent and 90 (4%)
from children of Asian descent. Regarding format, 704 (51%)
were photographs and 677 (49%) were videos. Concerning the
method of expression induction, 679 (49%) stimuli were posed
and 702 (51%) induced. Regarding distribution by age group,
405 (29%) stimuli were from 4-year-olds, 492 (36%) from 5-year-
olds and 484 (35%) from 6-year-olds. The number of stimuli
of each emotion were: neutrality 87 (59 induced, 42 videos),
happiness 363 (298 induced, 170 videos), disgust 170 (87 induced,
99 videos), surprise 104 (22 induced, 52 videos), fear 153 (48
induced, 77 videos), sadness 144 (84 induced, 73 videos), anger
157 (38 induced, 68 videos), and contempt 183 (66 induced, 96
videos) (Table 6).

DISCUSSION

Face databases are recognised as being of primary importance for
emotional processing measurement in children. The published
databases have some limitations, such as low representation of
pre-school children, small number of induced stimuli and videos
as main format.

Considering the published databases of child emotional
expressions, it has been noticed that only one database—the
CAFE (LoBue and Thrasher, 2015) predominantly studied facial
expressions in the early childhood age group (up to 6 years
of age). It is known that facial expressions of emotion can
vary according to age, particularly in the first years of life. The
DuckEES database contains dynamic stimuli in children from
8 to 18 years old (Giuliani et al., 2017), and has a greater
representation of videos (142 posed videos) distributed relatively
homogeneously by emotion. However, the DuckEES dataset did
not include some of the universal emotions: (anger, contempt,
surprise) and the all the stimuli were posed. In this order, the
ChildEFE produced induced videos (971 total from posed and
induced videos), which we believe is an important contribution.

Although the primary scope of this study was not to compare
facial expression recognition among races, the judges had greater
agreement when evaluating children of African descent than
children of Caucasian descent. This suggests that both judges had
greater ease in identifying facial expressions in this group and
further research with different ethnicities should be important.
In fact, ethnic differences in emotional recognition diminish
with greater co-existence (Brigham et al., 1982; Carroo, 1986;
Chiroro and Valentine, 1995), just as training can reduce
the effects ethnicity on emotional recognition (Elliott et al.,
1973; Goldstein and Chance, 1985). Studies with children and
adolescents support the same hypothesis (Shepherd et al., 1981).

Regarding the method of stimulus inducement, there was
greater agreement between the judges for posed stimuli than
induced stimuli. This pattern remained when photo and video
stimuli were analysed separately. This difference might be
explained by the fact that posed stimuli generate exaggerated
emotions, which ease identification. Moreover, videos and
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TABLE 4 | Validation of ChildEFES database.

Judge 3

Contempt % Happiness % Fear % Neutrality % Disgust % Anger % Surprise % Sadness %

Judge 4 Contempt 9.27 0.76 0.05 0.60 0.25 0.55 0.00 0.91

Happiness 0.50 17.78 0.71 0.71 0.65 0.20 0.20 0.55

Fear 0.15 0.55 7.91 0.91 0.30 0.15 0.45 0.81

Neutrality 1.11 0.35 0.25 6.50 0.20 0.50 0.55 2.47

Disgust 0.20 0.91 0.10 0.30 9.77 0.40 0.05 0.71

Anger 0.76 0.50 0.05 0.91 1.11 8.36 0.10 1.16

Surprise 0.05 0.05 1.01 1.16 0.10 0.05 5.59 0.20

Sadness 0.10 0.30 0.20 0.35 0.45 0.30 0.10 7.71

Percentage comparison of judges’ assessment of each emotion.

TABLE 5 | Number of stimuli evaluated for judge 3 and 4 of ChildEFES total database.

Contempt Happiness Fear Neutrality Disgust Anger Surprise Sadness Total

Contempt 184 15 1 12 5 11 0 18 246

Happiness 10 353 14 14 13 4 4 11 423

Fear 3 11 157 18 6 3 9 16 223

Neutrality 22 7 5 129 4 10 11 49 237

Disgust 4 18 2 6 194 8 1 14 247

Anger 15 10 1 18 22 166 2 23 257

Surprise 1 1 20 23 2 1 111 4 163

Sadness 2 6 4 7 9 6 2 153 189

Total 241 421 204 227 255 209 140 288 1,985

ChildEFE total

n = 1,985

Total of agreement judge 3 and 4 Total of stimuli ChildEFE total % of Agreement

Contempt 184 276 67

Hapiness 353 437 81

Fear 157 269 58

Neutrality 129 150 86

Disgust 194 310 63

Anger 166 234 71

Surprise 111 126 88

Sadness 153 183 84

photos of induced emotions can involve more complex facial
expressions, revealing subtle characteristics of the particular
facial mimicry in each emotion.

In the literature, the only study involving children that also
involved the two induction methods was the CEPS database
(Romani-Sponchiado et al., 2015), which analysed 135 posed and
90 induced photographs. Unlike the present study, the CEPS
database found no agreement differences between posed and
induced photographs. However, this database had amuch smaller
number of stimuli and participants, which may have made this
assessment less powerful.

It is important to point out that the greater the number
of emotions evaluated, the more complex agreement
becomes among judges. It should also be noted that the
greatest agreement among the judges was for happiness.
This result has also been observed in other child databases,
such as RaFD (Langner et al., 2010), CEPS (Romani-
Sponchiado et al., 2015), CAFE (LoBue and Thrasher,
2015), NINH-ChEFS (Egger et al., 2011), DuckEES (Giuliani
et al., 2017), and DDCF (Dalrymple et al., 2013). Among
the basic emotions, happiness is the only one with a
positive valence, and recognition tends to be easier than
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FIGURE 1 | Examples of ChildEFES database images. (A) Happiness

(B) Contempt.

for emotions with a negative valence. Relevant in social
interactions, it is understood as an instrument of affective and
social approximation.

As mentioned before, after an analysis of 100% agreement
among four judges specialised in the Facial Action Coding
System, the ChildEFES database obtained a relatively
homogeneous distribution of stimuli in photos and videos,
and of the nature of the stimulus (posed/induced). The facial
expression of the main universal emotions and neutrality can be
represented in photos, videos, in an induced and posed way.

The total database that contains 1985 stimuli represent a
broader set of facial expressions with subtleties of each emotion.
These differences may be due to less intense facial expressions
or frames of an emotion at the beginning or end, which can
generate disagreement among specialists (Kappa 0.70). However,
these characteristics provide to the database higher ecological
validity. The sub-analysis ChildEFES Database (100% agreement
among experts), is composed of frames containing the expression

FIGURE 2 | Examples of ChildEFES database images. (A) Disgust

(B) Sadness.

FIGURE 3 | Examples of ChildEFES database images. (A) Fear (B) Surprise.

of the most intense emotion or closest to its apex. In this way,
both banks have their importance depending on the type of
intervention proposed.
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FIGURE 4 | Examples of ChildEFES database images. (A) Anger (B) Neutral.

TABLE 6 | Comparison of the distribution of photographs and videos by emotions

from ChildEFE total vs. ChildEFE sub-analysis.

Emotion ChildEFE total ChildEFE sub-analisis

n = 1,985 n = 1,381

Photographs Videos Total Photographs Videos Total

Contempt 130 146 276 87 96 183

Hapiness 223 214 437 193 170 363

Fear 142 127 269 76 77 153

Neutrality 72 78 150 45 42 87

Disgust 153 157 310 71 99 170

Anger 131 103 234 89 68 157

Surprise 66 60 126 52 52 104

Sadness 97 86 183 71 73 144

Total 1,014 971 1,985 684 677 1,361

Some limitations of this study should be considered: firstly,
a secondary analysis performed by a larger group untrained in
the Facial Action Coding System would be of interest. Since
the database is designed for assessment of emotion recognition
abilities in children, a second study should be considered to
validate stimuli with children playing the role of judges. Secondly,
in this study there was a predominance of Caucasians, the

small number of participants from other ethnic groups did not
allow a detailed comparison of ethnic heterogeneity influence
on emotion recognition agreement. Thirdly, the small number
of stimuli represented by children of Asian origin may be a
limitation for the use of this database in this population. And
finally, all the children were from southern Brazil, which limited
the range of ethnicity and facial types.

The ChildEFES database includes a greater range of emotions,
static and dynamic stimuli, ethnic variability and young age. This
instrument, whose website is under construction, will be available
online. We believe it will be an helpful instrument to facilitate
future research on social-emotional processing and may assist
diagnostic and intervention efforts for developmental disorders
in clinical practice.
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